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Each of these 64 specially selected designs is ideal for precuts. Brilliantly organized by the cut of

fabric, these projects offer plenty of appeal for both traditional and modern quilters.
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We have all bought Fat Quarters, Charm Squares, Jelly Rolls and Layer Cakes and not always

been certain of what to make with them. This book has 64 patterns for all of the above and will be a

valuable addition to your quilting library. This collection of patterns comes from the most popular

projects from the best-selling books. The patterns are sorted according to the different fabric cuts

and the new Fat Eighth is included. You've bought Layer Cakes? Here are 9 projects to use them in.

Charm Squares? Here's another 23 patterns. Traditional and modern designs are included with

pieced and appliqued styles. Instructions, diagrams and explanations will make all these quilts easy

to make. This book truly has something for everyone. It should be a must for all quilters. There are

pages and pages of quilty ideas. --Online Quilt Magazine, December 2014Have you succumbed to

the lure of the Precuts? With names like Charm Squares, Jelly Rolls and Layer Cakes, and don't

forget the appliquÃƒÂ©rs friend, the Fat Quarter, how can you resist? Now that you have added

these precuts to your stash, you are left wondering exactly how best to use these pieces. The folks

at Martingale have gathered the most popular projects from their best selling books and assembled

them into one fabulous book called Perfect Quilts for Precut Fabrics - 64 Patterns for Fat Quarters,



Charm Squares, Jelly Rolls, and Layer Cakes. The projects are organized by the cut of fabric so if

you have a ton of 5" Charm Squares you can page right to the section titled Charm Squares and

see that there are 23 quilt projects that can be made using your charms. All the quilts in this book

look like they would be fun to make but I was particularly attracted to the quilts that included

appliquÃƒÂ©. All the instructions are clearly written and illustrated. The appliquÃƒÂ© patterns are

included for those quilts that contain appliquÃƒÂ©. --The Applique Society Newsletter,

January/February 2015There isn't a quilter we know that doesn't have a sizeable collection of fat

quarters, jelly rolls or other precuts that are sitting pretty and unused; we all love to buy these things

that call to us from fabric displays, and all of a sudden we have a mountain of tidy squares politely

but insistently begging to be used. This book may go some way to making headway with that

collection and putting it to use. This large book is packed with fantastic quilts from very talented

designers, all organised by cuts of fabric. Whether you like more geometric, formal designs or a

slightly more organic and folky look, there's something here for you. It's very easy to match your

precuts to a quilt that suits and the designs jump off the page invitingly; you'll want to make them all.

This will leave you with a very pleasant problem; you'll want to go out and buy more of whatever you

don't have in order to realise some of these designs - so make some space for more jelly rolls ...

--Popular Patchwork, March 2015

Lots of different quilts in varies sizes. Easy directions and good pictures to go with the step by step

directions. Not sure why another reviewer claimed there is only one quilt in different sizes because

that is far from the truth. Excellent book, for beginners to advanced quilters.

Many beautiful quilt patterns & pictures. I highly recommend for beginner or intermediate quilt maker

or for a searcher for different patterns to make.

Lots of neat ideas for precuts. I bought this book for our quilt guild (I'm the librarian) and there is

something for everyone in this book. I am certain it will be put to good use.

Great value. Even though I have some of the books these quilts came from, I got a lot of great new

patterns for a very reasonable price. Clear directions and good designs.

This book has large, beautiful photographs and clear instructions for all kinds of precuts--layer

cakes, charm squares, fat quarters, fat eighths, and jelly rolls. It has become one of my favorite quilt



books!

Perfect gift for my mum. I'm hard pressed to not read it properly before I give it to her:) a quick

peruse showed it to be full of awesome blocks and ideas. Okay... Not very quick peruse. An hour or

two. Okay yes I'll admit it. I read it before I wrapped it;)

Informative , Easy to Use Layout, Clear instructions, Graphically useful, Inspirational - Thank-You!!

Precuts are perfect for all your fabric crafts with out the chore of picking out all the different

matching colors.works for quilts to table runners and Xmas stockings.
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